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Overview and broad comments
This study by Walsh et al uses a long historical record of sea ice coverage data to estimate the amount of variance explained in two (mainly September) quantities, the Beaufort Sea Index and pan-Arctic sea ice extent, by the sea ice extent in different Arctic sub-regions. They consider both concurrent correlations and lagged correlations of these quantities with sea ice conditions for previous months, and separate these correlations into a total and interannual estimation. They argue that a piece-wise linear trend is most appropriate for detrending the different time series for estimating the latter.

The noteworthy pieces of information to come out of this study are (1) a piece-wise linear trend is the best option for detrending the time series considered in the study, (2) the break-point year emergent in that analysis which can be interpreted as an acceleration of the ongoing negative trend in sea ice cover is in the mid- to late- 1990’s, (3) that interannual variability in the BSI can be explained by June sea ice coverage in the Beaufort Sea and by July coverage in the Chukchi Sea, (4) consistent with other studies the September pan-Arctic ice extent has significant autocorrelation back to July (about two months), and (5) that the Laptev and East Siberian Seas explain the most concurrent correlation in September pan-Arctic SIE.

As it stands though, in my opinion the paper requires substantial revisions and additional analyses before being re-submitted.

The key goal of the study seems to be to provide baseline metrics against which sea ice prediction studies can be evaluated. However, that baseline has already been established for one of the two predictands considered in this study, pan-Arctic SIE, in several other studies based on autocorrelation (i.e. persistence). No reference to these other studies is ever made. The one thing that separates the result about the pan-Arctic SIE predictand in this study from others is that a very long historical record was used here, but that point should be emphasized when motivating the study (it’s currently not mentioned). The rest of the lagged correlation analysis for pan-Arctic SIE, which was between it and the SIE for the various subregions, didn’t yield higher correlations than lagged pan-Arctic sea ice extent itself. So, for evaluating prediction skill, is it not the autocorrelation of pan-Arctic SIE that is the important baseline to beat? What therefore is the motivation to consider the lagged correlation analysis with the different sub-regions?
We agree that the baseline for persistence-based predictions have been established in previous studies (e.g., Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al., 2011; Day et al., 2014; Bushuk et al., 2017, 2018), and the revision places added emphasis on the use of a longer record length (back to 1953 rather than 1979), cf. new paragraphs: L122-134; L161-167; L 316-346, as well as new Fig. 5. The use of autocorrelations and cross-correlations was essentially a vehicle for illustrating the issues associated with detrending in a predictive framework. The main intent of the paper is to show how detrending is a key step in the depiction of persistence-based statistical predictions. We illustrate the effect of detrending for both pan-Arctic ice extent and regional metrics in order to show that predictive applications on both scales must address detrending in a rigorous way, and that there are various alternatives for detrending. While these alternative detrending strategies are known, the relative effectiveness of the various alternatives has not been addressed in previous studies, as we state in the new paragraph on p. 6, L149-167. Goldstein et al., 2016, The Cryos. Disc.; 2018, Sci. Rep.) come closest by comparing representations based on linear trends and discontinuities in the mean. An addition novel outcome of the present study is the synthesis of break-point information across the various Arctic subregions and (in a reviewer-based revision) across seasons.

With respect to the BSI predictand, that analysis seems okay and is fine to report on, but I’m not sure all of the information presented (particularly in the tables; see specific comments below) is needed to reach the conclusions made.

As indicated in the detailed responses below, we have relegated two of the tables (previously Tables 3 and 4) to Supplementary Material.

I was also a bit surprised (and disappointed) to see that only these two predictands were considered if the goal is to provide baseline skill numbers, especially considering the first predictand has already received considerable attention in other studies. Like in the supplementary material of Bushuk et al 2018 (reference below), it would be good to extend the analysis to treat all of the different regions as separate predictands and compute the autocorrelations for each of those regions. This would help put the results of the Bushuk et al study into context, as they used a shorter and different observational dataset than is used here. As of now, and considering some of my suggestions to remove certain parts of the results section (see specific comments below), this additional analysis would help strengthen that section and would provide useful baseline numbers for future studies.

This suggestion is incorporated into the revision, and it is especially helpful in emphasizing that a novel feature is the use of longer time series than have been used on other recent studies that used only the post-1978 satellite data. In the revision, we present comparisons of the regional autocorrelations for two periods, 1953 onward and 1979 onward, with explicit reference to the Bushuk et al. (2018) regional autocorrelations (new paragraph L316-346 and new Fig. 5). Our use of the two time periods leads to the conclusion that the springtime “predictability barrier” in regional forecasts based on persistence of ice extent anomalies is not reduced by the inclusion of several decades of pre-satellite data. We highlight this result in the Abstract (L20-22) and in the Conclusion (Section 6), L475-477.
I was missing from the introduction a sufficient argument for the need for this study in the context of current literature on sea ice prediction. The additional references to, and discussion of some key studies listed below are needed to place the goals of this study and its findings into perspective. Specifically here are studies on persistence/autocorrelation of observed and modeled pan-Arctic and regional sea ice extent:

- Includes estimates of autocorrelation for pan-Arctic SIE and SIA in both observations and models. Also includes contributions of lagged Beaufort Sea sea ice thickness to September SIA and SIE variability.
- This paper was referenced in the study, but it’s odd that only the SST re-emergence result was mentioned.

- Their Fig. 3 shows persistence forecasts of SIE from two observational datasets.

- In their supplementary material, they show autocorrelations for individual regions from observations and compare against models.

*These references are indeed relevant. We have carefully gone through each one and identified points of comparison for inclusion (with references) in the revision. These references are not cited at various points in the text, beginning with a new Section 2 (Previous Work), L148-167. As noted above, we also include quantitative comparisons of the post-1953 and post-1979 autocorrelations in order to broaden the temporal context relative to the previous studies. We distinguish between the persistence information derived from models and from observational data, as studies such as Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al. (2011), Sigmund et al. (2013) and Bushuk et al. (2018) include both. We also add information (including explicit references) to other relevant papers that have addressed trends and autocorrelation issues in a predictive context: Day et al. (2014, J. Climate), Bushuk et al. (2017, J. GRL), Goldstein et al. (2016, The Cryos. Disc.).*

Throughout the paper, the word “predictability” is used somewhat misleadingly. It should be made clear early on that what is being referred to as predictability throughout the rest of the paper is a very specific estimate of predictability – that is, the predictability of a certain sea ice coverage quantity based on the lagged cross-correlation or auto-correlation (often referred to as memory or persistence) between that quantity and other sea ice coverage quantities. Otherwise, it sounds like the authors are referring to predictability in general, which encompasses all sources of predictability and estimates of theoretical predictability limits.
Agreed. We have included a new paragraph (L122-134) clarifying that we are addressing only persistence-based statistical predictability using the observational record, and we have expanded the introductory discussion (L72-106) so that it states clearly that there are other sources of predictability, especially those captured by physical-dynamical models of the coupled atmosphere-ocean-ice system. We have inserted “persistence-based” in front of forecasts and predictability at various points in the text, beginning with L10 in the Abstract. We do note that the original manuscript was “up front” in referring to “forecast skill achieved by other methods such as more sophisticated statistical formulations, numerical models, and heuristic approaches” (Abstract, first sentence).

– Provides a review on sources of predictability, including memory/persistence of sea ice coverage and thickness. See references therein.

– Focuses on regional predictability.

The revised Introduction cites the review paper by Guemas et al. (2016) on L106, and it highlights Bushuk et al.’s (2017) finding that the ocean surface and subsurface state contributes to predictability in the North Atlantic subarctic (L103-105).

The de-trending analysis could be expanded on. The 1979-onward period is what is commonly used in prediction studies, and there is an ongoing debate in the literature about what de-trending method is most appropriate for pan-Arctic SIE, particularly when the most recent few years are included. Extending the de-trending analysis to focus also on this shorter period would be helpful for future prediction studies. While most authors choose to fit a linear trend over that period, Dirkson et al 2017 suggested a quadratic fit; others suggest de-trending with a high-pass filter but this has the unfortunate effect of removing the first or last sample from the data over an already short period. It would be worthwhile, and would add to the paper, if the authors could make a case for the piece-wise linear trend over this shorter period if indeed it is much better than a linear or quadratic fit. Also, as prediction studies are beginning to focus more on regional sea ice prediction than on pan-Arctic SIE/SIA, it would be helpful to know what choice is most appropriate for the different regions and whether this choice depends on the month or season. For instance, Bushuk et al 2017 and Dirkson et al 2017 argued that linear de-trending was sufficient for regional SIE and local SIC over a similar period considered here.

Following this suggestion, we have expanded on our evaluation of the benefits of a piecewise linear fit relative to a single linear trend line. The new text discussing the expanded results is on L316-346. Specifically, we have identified all cases (across regions and the winter, spring and summer seasons) in which the piecewise fit reduces the residual variance by more than 5% relative to a single linear trend. Only these cases are included in our (revised) summary figure containing – for each season separately – the temporal histograms of the break-point years. The revised figure, containing plots for the three seasons preceding September, replaces the original Figure 5, which combined the results for the three seasons into a single bar plot.

Specific Comments

- It should be stated in the abstract early on (before L11-13) the prediction method that will be used in this paper.

The text beginning on L9 of the Abstract has been modified to: “In this study, we use observational data to evaluate the contribution of the trend to the skill of persistence-based statistical forecasts of monthly and seasonal ice extent on the pan-Arctic and regional scales.”

- L19: “statistical predictability” should be replaced with “statistical skill...” based on said approach. It’s not statistical predictability in the sense of a theoretical limit, which isn’t directly possible to estimate.

Agreed. We now use “statistical skill” here (L16) and in other instances where “predictability” had been incorrectly used. The previous item (revision of lines 9-11 in the Abstract) is an example of the rewording to “skill” rather than “predictability”.

- L17-18; Which month(s) are being referred to here?

“September” is now specifically stated (L18, L22).

- L31-32; Statement requires a reference.


- L37-39; Should cite:

Maslanik et al. (2011) is now cited on L42, and also the more recent NOAA (2018) Arctic Report Card (L44).
• L47-50; This positive trend in the Bering Sea in winter is disappearing if more recent years are taken into account... Ah, this is stated in the conclusions, but is probably more appropriate to place here instead.

New statement about the Bering Sea has been added (L48-49): “However, the positive trend of Bering Sea ice largely vanishes when the most recent winters (especially 2017-18) are included.” We also mention this again in the Conclusion (L455-457)

• The departures are also affected by antecedent sea ice conditions themselves. Please see the references given in the general comments above related to persistence.

We assume this comment refers to lines 74-76 of the original manuscript. We have added ”...in addition to antecedent sea ice conditions themselves” in the revision (L77-78).

• L79-82; This is not correct. “Ice-ocean model” implies that both the ice and ocean evolve freely as determined by the model (only the atmospheric forcing is required). Also, the statement ignores the fact that fully coupled models, which determine both the atmospheric and ocean/ice conditions prognostically, are now used more often for sea ice prediction. These models are also limited by the chaotic nature of the climate system, but this is typically accounted for by running ensembles. There is important literature on predictability using said models that isn’t referenced or discussed here. Please see general comment above highlighting predictability literature.

Text has been modified as follows (L80-91): “Even ice-ocean models initialized to current sea ice and ocean conditions require atmospheric forcing in order to predict future ocean states. Moreover, fully coupled models, which determine both the atmospheric and ocean/ice conditions prognostically, are now used increasing often for seasonal sea ice predictions. Ensembles of coupled simulations are generally run because of the chaotic nature of the climate system. These models can be run for much longer time periods than the observational sea ice record, so they can provide statistics of sea ice persistence (autocorrelations) subject to the “perfect model” assumption. Examples of studies employing the “perfect model” approach are Holland et al. (2011) Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al. (2011), Day et al. (2014), Bushuk et al. (2017) and Bushuk et al. (2018). In these model simulations, autocorrelation of sea ice anomalies tends to be greater in the model results than in observational data (e.g., Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al., 2011, their Fig. 2; Day et al., 2014, their Fig. 1).”

• L83-84; It’s difficult to see how this paper is an “extension” of Drobot 2003; while this study also focuses on the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas, and extends an analysis of statistical prediction skill in that region based on more recent observational data, the analysis done in Drobot 2003 (statistical prediction using multiple linear regression with many more predictors) is not repeated here.

We have deleted this sentence, but have retained a subsequent summary of Drobot’s (2003) relevant study (L102-117).

• L88-92; The caution raised in the Drobot 2003 study I think definitely deserves
attention given Arctic sea ice and Arctic climate have changed, as stated. Although this study distinguishes between prediction of sea ice coverage with and without the trend, as written it sounds like the authors will carry out an analysis similar to Drobot 2003, and determine the impact of the changing conditions on the statistical relationships found in that study, which is not what is done here.

*Text has been revised (L110-112) to “While the present study will not include the type of multiple-predictor evaluation carried out by Drobot (2003), it will provide a more regionally comprehensive and updated assessment of sea ice anomaly persistence in a predictive context”.*

• L95-96; This is incorrect. While the Drobot 2003 study didn’t consider the effects of detrending as stated, Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al 2011 did. Specifically they detrended the model projections of SIE by subtracting the ensemble mean at each point in time (removing the forced signal). Additionally, they detrended the SIE observations by subtracting the long-term linear trend.

*Sentence originally in lines 95-96 has been deleted.*

• L97-100; I find this overview too vague and is broader in scope than what is actually done in the paper. I think it would be more accurate and helpful to the reader if the authors provided, in order of appearance in the paper, what will specifically be done.

*Lines 97-100 has been replaced by the following paragraph (L1223-134) containing a more specific summary of the manuscript’s subsequent sections: “In the present paper, we use the autocorrelation statistic to quantify the skill of persistence as a control forecast of pan-Arctic and regional sea ice extent. In addition to utilizing the more conventional metric of ice extent in regional and pan-Arctic domains, we include a regional sea ice index developed in the 1970s to capture interannual variations of marine access in the Beaufort Sea. A primary focus of the evaluation is the method of detrending the data, as various alternative methods have not been fully explored in the literature. We show that the piecewise linear method generally results in the smallest residual variance about the trend line, and we then perform an across-region synthesis of information on the break-points in the trend lines in different seasons. Our period of analysis extends back to 1953, which results in a considerably larger sample of years than the more commonly used satellite period (1979 onward). Finally, we examine lagged cross-correlations to determine whether pan-Arctic ice extent or Beaufort Sea summer ice conditions are foreshadowed in a statistical sense by antecedent ice conditions in particular subregions of the Arctic.”*

• L102; “seasonal climatologies, persistence, and trend” of what? Should clarify that you are referring to these quantities for sea ice coverage itself.

*Revised (L136-137) to “arising from climatological sea ice coverage, sea ice persistence, and sea ice trends”.*

• L104; “ice-ocean models” should be replaced with “dynamical models”. Ice-
ocean models are a specific subset of these, but fully-coupled models are used more often.

Revised (L138) to “dynamical models” to include fully coupled models as well as ice-ocean models.

• L105; The Sea Ice Outlook was managed by the Sea Ice Prediction Network, and starting in 2018 became managed by the Sea Ice Prediction Network–Phase 2. The Sea Ice Outlook is not a previous name for Sea Ice Prediction Network. See https://www.arcus.org/sipn/sea-ice-outlook.

Revised (L139-141) to “The Sea Ice Outlook, coordinated by the Sea Ice Prediction Network now in its Phase 2 (https://www.arcus.org/sipn/sea-ice-outlook, accessed 27 Dec 2018), provides an annual compilation...”

• L118; Suggest changing “maps” to “gridded records”. Presumably what is being referred to here is data in digitized form and not the presentation of the data literally as maps.

“maps” changed to “digitized records”(L175)

• L124-127; Say the product name here. The product is described in the next sentence without actually saying explicitly that it is used.

Revised (L182-186) to “...we compute ice extent using the gridded Arctic-wide sea ice concentration product known as “Gridded Monthly Sea Ice Extent and Concentration, 1850 Onward (Walsh et al., 2015), referred to in the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) catalog as G10010. This dataset is based on observations from approximately 15 historical sources...”.

• L154-155; While this is true, previous studies have shown that there are shorter persistence time scales for pan-Arctic SIE than for pan-Arctic SIA due to high frequency dynamical influences that change SIE, but not SIA (Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al 2011; their Fig. 14). This should be mentioned here.

New text inserted in L214-218: “It should be noted, however, that persistence time-scales of pan-Arctic sea ice area have been shown in previous studies (e.g., Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al., 2011) to be longer than those of pan-Arctic sea ice extent because high-frequency forcing can change ice extent more than it changes ice area (i.e., by converging or diverging ice floes in the absence of ridging or melt).”

• L157ff; Was there any interpolation done to get the G10010 dataset onto the same grid used to define the MASIE sub-regions?
No. The MASIE region mask defines the regions on its grid. For our comparisons, we used the region code of the closest MASIE grid cell for each grid cell in the G10010 grid. No data needed to be interpolated to re-project the MASIE region mask onto the G10010 grid.

• L182; Somewhere early on in the methods section it should be stated what years are considered in the study.

Text has been modified (L246-247) to say “As shown in Figure 3, Arctic ice extents have generally been decreasing over the post-1953 period of this study.”

• L191-192; Please clarify. I think what is meant is that the presence of a trend in a time series inflates forecast skill when using the anomaly correlation coefficient to assess that skill. It should be noted though that for distance metrics like the root mean square error, skill can actually be inflated by detrending the data if the two time series have different magnitudes of trends.

This statement referred to the use of simple persistence (autocorrelation) of the time series to be predicted, in which case there is no second time series. However, we see the reviewer’s point for cases in which a second variable (e.g., another region’s ice extent) is the predictor. The reworded L254-255: “However, a trend can inflate persistence-based forecast skill when a variable is used to predict itself (assuming the historical trend continues into the future)”.

• L198-202; please refer to general comment on de-trending, but this paragraph would be a good place to reference choices made in other sea ice prediction studies.

While the revision includes new references and descriptions of their relevance to the present study (cf. response to this reviewer’s earlier paragraph beginning with “The key goal of this study...”), we have also replaced the original Lines 202-204 with the following (L263-271): “The previous studies cited in Section 2 (e.g., Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al., 2011; Sigmund et al., 2013; Day et al., 2014; Bushuk et al., 2017, 2017) have generally relied on least-squares linear fits for detrending. Goldstein et al. (2016, 2018), by contrast, showed that discontinuous changes in the mean better captured time series (such as open water area) characterized by abrupt changes. In the spirit of the Goldstein et al. studies, we explore various options for detrending a time series such as those in Figures 2 and 3, for which the changes are more pronounced in recent decades than in earlier decades. In such cases, a single multi-decadal trend line cannot be expected to optimally represent the historical evolution.”

• L209ff; As of now, I find the description of the fitting methodology a bit hard to follow. It could be more straight-forward both in terms of its description and implementation. If one thinks of the function as a piece-wise linear trend defined by

\[
y = a_1 x + b_1, \quad x < x_b
\]

and

\[
y = a_2 x + b_2, \quad x > x_b
\]
where $x_b$ is the breakpoint year, continuity of $y$ at $x_b$ can be ensured by letting $b_2 = (a_1 - a_2)x_b + b_1$. Substituting $b_2$ into the equation yields 4 parameters to be estimated ($a_1, b_1, a_2, x_b$), which can be done using the ‘curve_fit’ function. This avoids having to also use both the ‘curve_fit’ and ‘lin_regress’ function, as the parameters found by ‘curve_fit’ can be used to describe the two lines completely. Regardless of which method is used, the equation(s) used in ‘curve_fit’ should be shown in the paper.

The procedure outlined by the reviewer essentially captures the procedure we used. The “curve_fit” function is defined in lines 504-794 of the file https://github.com/scipy/scipy/blob/master/scipy/optimize/minpack.py, which we have added to the description of our methodology after L285. This function performs a least-squares fit to the function by modifying the function's parameters. A starting "guess" of the function parameters is provided by the user. The linear algebra methods of the scipy numerical library is then used. The slopes and break points that emerge will be the same as those obtained by the use of (1) and (2).

• L227-229; This was just stated on L207-208.

There is a slightly different message in the two statements, with the first (previous Lines 207-208) referring to single time series while the second (previous Lines 227-229) refers the across-region comparison of the break points. The revision clarifies this distinction by changing the text (L304-306) to: “Because the break-points are computed separately for each region, the use of the two-piece linear fit allows comparisons of the timing of the break-points across the various subregions”.

• L239ff; This is an interesting result, but is it necessary to include the break-point year for all calendar months from January-September in Figure 5? The piece-wise equation seems like a sensible approach to determine a breakpoint year in the summer months (except maybe in the central Arctic). However, for winter and spring months is it really the case that a two-piece linear trend yields a better mean squared error than a simple linear trend? If not, then the breakpoint year for those months won’t carry any significant meaning other than that it’s an emergent parameter you get from fitting the two-piece linear trend. Is that perhaps what is being seen in Fig. 5 for years before the 1990’s and after the early 2000’s? Breaking down the information in Fig. 5 for each month and region would make the results easier to interpret and more informative.

The reviewer raises an important point concerning the seasonality of the break-points. In response, we have expanded this section (L347-365) by constructing histograms of break-points for the three antecedent seasons: Jan-Mar, Apr-Jun, and Jul-Sep. The revised Figure 6 (formerly Figure 5) now contains four panels, including one for each of the three antecedent seasons. (We limited the break-points included in the plots to those for which the two-piece fit reduced the variance about the trend lines by at least 5% relative to a single linear trend line). The result is that the clustering of break-points in the 1990s is more apparent in summer and winter than in spring, although the number of plots satisfying the variance-reduction criterion is greater in the summer than in the winter.
• L250; Is the reason for showing Figure 6 not also to see what regions contribute the most explained variance to pan-Arctic SIE?

Yes. The original line 250 is revised (L366-367) to “In order to illustrate the effect of detrending and to show which regions contribute the most explained variance to pan-Arctic sea ice extent, Figure 7 shows...”.

• L256-260; Why say the significance level for this specific autocorrelation value? Is it the maximum autocorrelation value for all of the samples considered?

We are not sure which “specific autocorrelation” value the reviewer is referring to, as lines 255-256 provided the ranges of our correlations. The confusion may arise from the significance thresholds on lines 256-258, for which we also provide a range that encompasses the corresponding range of autocorrelations (from 0 to 0.40). We have inserted a statement (L375-376) that “None of the regional or pan-Arctic ice extent correlations exceeded 0.40.”

• L260-262; This is the significance value when the sample has an autocorrelation of zero. Do the detrended time series have no autocorrelation? Also, this statement is true for most regions, but not all according to Fig. 6.

Figure 7 (formerly Figure 6) shows cross-correlations between regional and pan-Arctic ice extent, not autocorrelations. The detrended time series have very small autocorrelations (0.15 or less), which results in effective sample sizes greater than 50 (following Bretherton, 1999), in which case the 95% significance threshold increases only from 0.26 to 0.28 – with no changes to our conclusions about statistical significance.

• L263-265; This is true when the trend is included, but not when the time series are detrended according to Fig 6. Please clarify which is being referred to here. Can the authors speculate at all why it is the East Siberian Sea and Laptev Sea explain the most synchronous interannual variance in pan-Arctic SIE? Is it the region that has the most interannual variability in September?

Yes, this statement needed to be revised for clarification, as noted by the reviewer. The new text (L381-388) reads as follows: “According to Figure 7, the regions contributing most strongly to September pan-Arctic sea ice variations (including trends) are the Beaufort, Chukchi and East Siberian Seas. After the data are detrended, the regions contributing most to September pan-Arctic sea ice variations are the East Siberian and Laptev Seas”. The somewhat surprisingly large contribution of the Laptev Sea is consistent with the “dynamical preconditioning” hypothesis of Williams et al. (2016), which we cite in the revision. The variances of the detrended September extents of East Siberian and Laptev Seas are indeed among the largest of all the regions, although the Chukchi Sea’s interannual variance is essentially as large”.

• L266-275; Is Figure 7 really necessary? It seems reasonable to consider the contributions of variability in different regions to variability in pan-Arctic SIE, but is there any physical basis for thinking that regions far away from the Beaufort...
Sea would show any explained variance in the BSI, apart from the trend? It’s worthwhile to know how far from the Beaufort Sea variations matter, but those regions are shown in Fig. 9 already for lag 0.

While we are open to removing material (see following comment), we would prefer to retain this figure (now Figure 8) if possible because it shows that regions of significant explained variance include the Canadian Archipelago to the east, as well as the Chukchi Sea to the west. There is a difference in the “scale of influence” in Figures 7 and 8 that is worth noting, and we have added a statement to that effect (L397-400).

• Are tables 1-4 necessary?

No, the tables are not necessary except for supporting the finding that a larger fraction of September pan-Arctic variance is explained by antecedent pan-Arctic extent than by antecedent regional extent (see comment below on Figure 9, formerly Figure 8). Assuming the journal allows Supplementary Material, we have relegated Tables 3-4 to Supplementary Material (Tables S1 and S2); otherwise we will omit Tables 3 and 4, but would prefer to retain Tables 1 and 2 to support the above finding.

For Tables 1 and 3, when the full time series are compared (non-detrended), the fact that there will be correlation between the different regions and the 2 predictands when both predictor and predictand contain trends is not really a surprise, is it? For Tables 2 and 4, the only relevant information to prediction of the BSI is limited to a few (expectantly nearby) regions, and for the most part to a short number of lag months. For those areas and lags where there is any explained variance over 10%, that information is already plotted in Figs. 8 and 9. Why not just say when describing Figs 8 and 9 that no explained variance values greater than 10% were found in other regions?

It is not surprising that the trends inflate the correlations, although the extent to which the correlations decrease with detrending might not have been anticipated without actually evaluating the cross-correlations. There is indeed a limited spatial scale of coherence in the BSI results in Tables 2 and 4 (now Table S2). We have followed the reviewer’s suggestion and shorten the text by deleting Lines 314-320 and replacing it with “The BSI variance explained by all other regions is less than 10%” (L447-448)

If an argument to keep the tables is made, the shading scheme should be explained.

The two levels of shading simply denote explained variances that exceed 10%, 20%, 30%,...

This is now explicitly stated in the captions of the tables.

• L284ff and Figure 8; I’m surprised to see the values of 0.41 and 0.05 for the Beaufort Sea in Fig. 8 (and identical values for the Canadian Archipelago in the tables 1, 2) for lag months January-April. How can this be if sea ice extent is not variable in the Beaufort Sea and the Canadian Archipelago in the winter?
These values were actually misleading, and they were consequences of very small digitization artifacts. In one of the earlier sources of the pre-satellite era, the winter sea ice concentrations were digitized with a slightly different land mask. This biased digitization impacted both the regional (Beaufort) and Canadian Archipelago) as well as the pan-Arctic ice extents. We have revised the figures (Figs. 9 and 10) to show correlations based on corrected values. The revised correlations are zero where they should be.

- Figure 8; I think it makes sense to also show the autocorrelation for September pan-Arctic SIE (recognizing it is in Tables 1 and 2; see comment above). It would put the contributions of these other regions into context for prediction purposes.

According to Table 2, Pan-Arctic SIE contributes at different lags contributes more to September SIE than any individual region. Should that result itself be mentioned as the most significant (albeit arguably expected) result in terms of prediction? This result should be compared against the studies mentioned in the general comments, but it seems to agree with them. Also, the lagged Laptev Sea SIE contributes more to September Pan-Arctic SIE than the Beaufort Sea, so why not show it too?

As suggested, we have added pan-Arctic and Laptev Sea panels to Figure 9. The revised text (L426-433) also highlights the result that the pan-Arctic extent of July and August indeed correlates more highly than any regional extent with September pan-Arctic ice extent in both the non-detrended and the detrended data (Tables 1 and 2). This is indeed the rationale for retaining Tables 1 and 2. The finding that the lagged pan-Arctic correlations exceed the lagged regional vs. pan-Arctic correlations is consistent with the perfect-model results in Bushuk et al.’s (2017) Figure 2, which we now cite, although we note that this comparison is not apples-vs.-apples: Bushuk et al. show the skill pf predictions of regional extent (not pan-Arctic extent) in their regional panels. The same is true for Day et al.’s (2014) Fig. 11 and for Bushuk et al. ’s (2018) Figs. 6/9/10/11.

A physical explanation for Laptev Sea can be found in Williams et al 2016:

The revised text cites this paper and its "dynamical preconditioning” hypothesis (L385-388).

- L288-291; “...reaching zero by...”. Near zero, not zero exactly. It’s also odd that these are not zero exactly when ice covers these regions completely through April

Revision of Line 289: “...approaching zero by 3-4 months”. The non-zero values are another consequence of the land-mask difference noted above (cf. response to comment on L284ff and Figure 8), and the correlations in the revision are based on corrected (temporally consistent) values of ice extent.

- L319-320; Doesn’t the BSI contain information from earlier months than September? That is, it’s not a strictly September prediction metric.
Yes, the BSI includes pre-September information such as the length of the navigation season in the Beaufort. In the revision, we add the following (L446-449): “This percentage of explained variance is even less than one might have anticipated, given that the BSI includes information on the length of the navigation season, which can begin well before September, i.e., as early as July in some years”.

• L336-338; Specify that this is a general finding; it’s certainly not true for all “ice extents” considered.

Revision of Line 336 (now L466-467): “Based on the raw (not detrended) time series, the antecedent ice extents in a substantial fraction of the Arctic regional seas provide significant predictive skill...”.

• L338-340; “(and even years, given the multidecadal scales of the trends)”... While probably true, this isn’t a direct conclusion/finding of this study.

Will delete the parenthetical phrase, so the revised statement (L468-469) is limited to “…the regional extents of prior seasons”.

• 342-345; The study being referenced here is based on six years of hindcasts which were created by averaging over many different techniques/models, and the results are not reflective of the predictive skill shown by several other prediction studies. To put the results of this paper into context, it should be stated that numerous other studies have shown higher skill than anomaly persistence forecasts (which is essentially the method used here). See references in the introduction of Bushuk et al 2018 (reference in general comments).

We will grant that other sea ice prediction efforts have outperformed persistence and now state this explicitly (L478-480), citing Bushuk et al. (2018) and studies such as Tivy et al. (2011), Shroeder et al. (2014), Yuan et al. (2016) and Petty et al. (2017). However, in this context, perfect-model studies do not seem to fit the point being made; persistence-derived predictability is greater in perfect models than in corresponding operational forecasts, as even some of the perfect-model studies show. In this respect, the SIPN is the acid test of the current state of sea ice prediction (at least for September pan-Arctic ice extent). A compilation of SIPN results for the past eight years (the “state of the art”), completed after the 2018 sea ice minimum, shows that, on balance, the SIPN consensus forecasts outperform detrended anomaly persistence by only a small amount. While that persistence metric is based on year-to-year September variations, the SIPN forecasts for September are made in June, July and August – less than a season ahead, and on the favorable side of the springtime “prediction barrier”. So, while the revised text will affirm the reviewer’s point, we have added new text (L480-499) placing the improvement over persistence into context.

• L355; The influence of trend predictive skill is well recognized in the sea ice prediction community, and skill results based on detrending are commonly presented in sea ice prediction studies, so I’m not sure I see how challenge (1) follows from this particular study.
The reviewer makes a valid point here. We have deleted the entire paragraph to which the reviewer refers.

Technical corrections

• Figure 3: I think it would be easier to see and compare magnitudes of the anomalies and trends if Fig 3 were split into two sub-panels: one for the Beaufort and one for pan-Arctic SIE. The sub-panel for pan-Arctic SIE could have double y-axis (one for March, one for September) so that there isn’t such a large vertical space between lines.

Agreed. We have remade Figure 3 into two panels as suggested.

• L194-197; Sentence is worded awkwardly, specifically the “Because..., so ...”.

Revision into two sentences (L257-260): “One of our main interests in this study is whether or not interannual variations of preceding regional ice extents correlate with later BSI values. In order to exclude the effect of the overall trends in the correlation of these time series, we detrend the data and explore various methods for doing so”.

• Figure 4: It looks like there is a kink in the piece-wise linear functions near the breakpoint. This shouldn’t be there.

Yes, we see that in the lower panel and have corrected the two-piece linear trend line. Thank you for catching the glitch.

• L255; “accrual”.. what is accruing here? Why not just say “corresponding to correlations...”

That was a typo. Should have been “actual”, but “corresponding” is even better. Line 372 has been corrected.

• L257 and 258; typo? “a 60-year samples” should be “a 60-year sample” (L374)

Revised by deleting “s” at end of “samples”.

• L296; Change to ...“when sea ice extent” for the Beaufort and East Siberian Seas are predictors. The seas themselves aren’t predictors.

You are right. We have revised to say that sea ice extents in those seas are the predictors (L420)

• L319-320; incomplete sentence

“that” (second word) was a typo. Sentence has been revised (L447-450).

• L333-335; “(increases of trends)” not needed as it is explained what is meant by break-points in the second part of the sentence.
“(increases of trends)” deleted in revision (L463).

Anonymous Referee #2

Received and published: 1 November 2018

“Seasonal sea ice prediction based on regional indices” is an intriguing new look into the statistical predictability of sea ice conditions as defined by the Barnett Severity Index (BSI). The BSI is one of the longer duration sea ice metrics on record and I commend the authors for reaching back prior to the satellite era to paint a more thorough picture of sea ice conditions. We need more work in this area.

As the authors note, this paper somewhat extends previous work by Drobot but it is not a precise analogue. The present paper has three main objectives: (1) to quantify predictability inherent in antecedent spatial distributions of sea ice, (2) to distinguish predictability of pan-Arctic sea ice from that of regional predictability, and (3) to distinguish quantitatively the trend-derived predictability and predictability of departures from trend.

What is written in the paper is very well done. I have few critical issues with this aspect of the paper. Assessing the predictability of de-trended data is a key baseline contribution for further developing statistical sea ice forecasts. However, I am left wanting with just this analysis. In the Drobot paper, sea ice data was supplemented with atmospheric teleconnections and other data. This paper would be greatly strengthened by adding additional predictors so we can begin to better understand the predictability of de-trended sea ice data.

We acknowledge the reviewer’s point, which is that the addition of other (atmospheric) predictors, the paper would provide a more comprehensive assessment of statistical predictability. However, previous work by Lindsey et al. (2008, JGR) and Drobot et al. (2006, GRL), has shown that atmospheric modes of variability such as the NAO, AO, and PDO “were found to have little value as predictors of the September Arctic SIE compared with ocean and ice predictors” (Guemas et al., 2014, QJRMS, p. 555). The recent paper by Goldstein et al. (2016, The Cryosphere Disc.), using Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs), also found that there was little evidence of a useful signal of the atmospheric circulation in seasonal prediction of open water season length. Summer wind patterns play a role in interannual variations of late-summer ice extent, but the summer wind patterns in years with similar September pan-Arctic can be quite different (Serreze et al., 2016, JGR) and wind pattern anomalies are largely unpredictable. Ocean anomalies do have some predictive value, especially for the North Atlantic winter ice extent (Bushuk et al., 2017, GRL), but the record of subsurface ocean variables is much shorter than the 60+ year record length of sea ice variations examined in our study. Given that (1) the aggregate of this evidence points to diminishing returns if the predictor suite is expanded beyond sea ice and (2) such an expansion of scope would, in our view, detract from the paper’s intentional focus and main “punch lines”, we believe that the paper’s main messages would be diluted by the expansion to include other types of predictors.
Finally, we note that the paper’s present focus on persistence generated a host of issues requiring further discussion and clarification, as is evident in the extensive comments of Reviewer 1. While a need for clarification is not a justification for a more limited scope, some of Reviewer 1’s comments are fertile ground for further discussion (see Reviewer 1’s comment on lines 342-345 and response), so we believe the paper’s present content can generate reader interest.

For the above reason, I recommend this paper needs major revisions. To clarify, I find little fault with what is here – it’s just that I don’t think it’s enough. By adding additional predictors, this will become a more complete package and one that will have high visibility moving forward.
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Abstract. Basic statistical metrics such as autocorrelations and across-region lag correlations of
sea ice variations provide benchmarks for the assessments of forecast skill achieved by other
methods such as more sophisticated statistical formulations, numerical models, and heuristic
approaches. In this study we use observational data to evaluate the contribution of the trend to the
skill of persistence-based statistical forecasts of monthly and seasonal ice extent on the pan-Arctic
and regional scales. We focus on the Beaufort Sea where the Barnett Severity Index provides a
metric of historical variations in ice conditions over the summer shipping season. The variance
about the trend line differs little among various methods of detrending (piecewise linear, quadratic,
cubic, exponential). Application of the piecewise linear trend calculation indicates an acceleration
of the winter and summer trends during the 1990s. Persistence-based statistical forecasts of the
Barnett Severity Index as well as September pan-Arctic ice extent show significant statistical skill
out to several seasons when the data include the trend. However, this apparent skill largely
vanishes when the data are detrended. In only a few regions does September ice extent correlate
significantly with antecedent ice anomalies in the same region more than two months earlier. The
springtime “predictability barrier” in regional forecasts based on persistence of ice extent
anomalies is not reduced by the inclusion of several decades of pre-satellite data. No region shows
significant correlation with the detrended September pan-Arctic ice extent at lead times greater
than a month or two; the concurrent correlations are strongest with the East Siberian Sea. The
Beaufort Sea’s ice extent as far back as July explains about 20% of the variance of the Barnett
Severity Index, which is primarily a September metric. The Chukchi Sea is the only other region
showing a significant association with the Barnett Severity Index, although only at a lead time of
a month or two.
1 Introduction

One of the most widely monitored variables in the climate system is Arctic sea ice. By any measure, Arctic sea ice has decreased over the past few decades (Box et al., 2018). September sea ice extent during the past 5-10 years has been approximately 50% of the mean for the 1979-2000 period (AMAP, 2017). The recent decline is unprecedented in the satellite record, in the period of direct observations dating back to 1850 (Walsh et al., 2016), and in paleo reconstructions spanning more than 1400 years (Kinnard et al., 2011). The recent reduction of sea ice has been less in winter and spring than in summer and autumn, resulting in a sea ice cover that is largely seasonal (AMAP, 2017). The increasingly seasonal ice cover contrasts with the Arctic Ocean’s predominantly multiyear ice pack of the pre-2000 decades. When compared to the reductions of the spatial extent of sea ice, the percentage reductions of ice volume and thickness are even larger. Ice thickness decreased by more than 50% from 1958-1976 to 2003-2008 (Kwok and Rothrock, 2009), and the percentage of the March ice cover made up of thicker multiyear ice (ice that has survived a summer melt season) decreased from 75% in the mid-1980s to 45% in 2011 (Maslanik et al., 2011). Laxon et al. (2013) indicate a decrease of 64% in autumn sea ice volume from 2003-08 to 2012. The portion of the Arctic sea ice cover comprised of older thicker ice has decreased from 45% in 1985 to 21% in 2017 (NOAA, 2018).

While the loss of sea ice is generally presented in terms of pan-Arctic metrics, regional trends can be quite different from the pan-Arctic trends. The Bering Sea, for example, showed a positive trend of coverage (fewer open water days) from 1979 through 2012 (Parkinson, 2014), However, the positive trend of Bering Sea ice largely vanishes when the most recent winters (especially 2017-18) are included. By contrast, the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas to the north of the Bering Sea have shown some of the largest decreases of summer ice coverage in the entire Arctic (Onarheim et al., 2018). Another area of strong decrease of ice coverage has been the Barents/Kara Sea region.

The Beaufort Sea serves as an illustrative example of the impacts of trends and variability of sea ice. The number of open water days immediately offshore of the Beaufort coast has been 60-120 in recent years. Parkinson’s (2014) Figure 2 shows that the number of open water days increased by 20-30 days per decade over the period 1979-2013. However, as recently as the 1970s, there were summers with little or no open water in this region, as described by Crowley Maritime, one of the major barge operators in the Alaska region:
“With pipeline construction well underway in 1975, the Crowley summer sealift flotilla to the North Slope faced the worst Arctic ice conditions of the century. In fleet size, it was the largest sealift in the project’s history with 47 vessels amassed to carry 154,420 tons of cargo, including 179 modules reaching as tall as nine stories and weighing up to 1,300 tons each. Vessels stood by for nearly two months waiting for the ice to retreat. Finally in late September the ice floe moved back and Crowley’s tugs and barges lined up for the slow and arduous haul to Prudhoe Bay. When the ice closed again, it took as many as four tugs to push the barges, one at a time, through the ice”.

— From Crowley Maritime, 50 Years of Service in Alaska (2002)

As will be shown, the contrast between present-day ice conditions and the Crowley experience of the 1970s is largely a manifestation of the trend of Beaufort Sea ice cover. However, sea ice also exhibits large year-to-year variability, which has been superimposed on the recent trend towards less sea ice in the Arctic. This variability challenges users of coastal waters in various sectors and lies at the heart of the sea ice prediction problem. While the climatological seasonal cycle and even observed trends provide an initial expectation for the sea ice conditions that will be present in a particular region at a particular time of year, the departures from the climatological mean, whether or not the mean is adjusted for a trend, is affected by the atmospheric forcing (winds, air temperatures, radiative fluxes) and oceanic forcing (currents, water temperatures) of the particular year in addition to antecedent ice conditions themselves. These departures have a large component of internal variability and hence are difficult to predict over monthly and seasonal timescales (Serreze et al., 2016), raising questions about the extent to which sea ice variations may be predictable. Even ice-ocean models initialized to current sea ice and ocean conditions require atmospheric forcing in order to predict future ocean states. Moreover, fully coupled models, which determine both the atmospheric and ocean/ice conditions prognostically, are now used increasing often for seasonal sea ice predictions. Ensembles of coupled simulations are generally run because of the chaotic nature of the climate system. These models can be run for much longer time periods than the observational sea ice record, so they can provide statistics of sea ice persistence (autocorrelations) subject to the “perfect model” assumption. Examples of studies employing the “perfect model” approach are Holland et al. (2011), Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al. (2011), Day
et al. (2014), Bushuk et al. (2017) and Bushuk et al. (2018). In these model simulations, autocorrelation of sea ice anomalies tends to be greater in the model results than in observational data (e.g., Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al., 2011, their Fig. 2; Day et al., 2014, their Fig. 1).

The skill of persistence-based statistical forecasts of sea ice variations beyond the mean seasonal cycle and ongoing trends is the main focus of this paper. While various prior studies (cf. Section 2) have utilized broader approaches to evaluating sea ice predictability and the skill of forecasts, the present study is limited specifically to statistical predictions of regional (and pan-Arctic) September sea ice based on auto-correlation (anomaly persistence, often referred to as “memory”) and lagged cross-correlations between with other sea ice coverage quantities.

Other approaches to sea ice predictability include the use of models, which can be initialized to obtain deterministic forecasts verifiable with observations or which can be run for long periods in a coupled mode to assess predictability of sea ice within the “model’s world” (irrespective of observations). We also do not use atmospheric or oceanic predictors in our evaluation of persistence-based predictability. Atmospheric predictors in the form of known teleconnection patterns have been used by Drobot (2003) and Lindsay et al. (2008), while Bushuk et al. (2017) have shown that ocean temperature initialization contributes to skill of seasonal forecasts of sea ice in the North Atlantic subarctic seas. A review of the various approaches to sea ice prediction and sources of predictability has been provided by Guemas et al. (2016).

The present paper extends the temporal window of Drobot’s (2003) study of the predictability of Beaufort-Chukchi sea ice. Drobot used data from 1979-2000 to assess predictability of a measure of Beaufort Sea summer ice severity (Section 3 below) based on antecedent sea ice conditions as well as several atmospheric indices. While the present study will not include the type of multiple-predictor evaluation carried out by Drobot, it will provide a more comprehensive and updated assessment of sea ice anomaly persistence in a predictive context.

Drobot (2003) found that, in predictions based on indicators from the previous seasons, the limited sample of years used in developing the statistical models raises questions about broader applicability. In this regard, Drobot (2003, p. 1161) states “…if the Arctic climate changes, the methods described here will need to be altered”. In fact, the Arctic climate and, in particular, its sea ice regime, have changed with the unprecedented retreat of sea ice in the post-2000 period. The impact of the trend on statistical predictability is a focus of the present paper. Another relevant study is that of Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al. (2011), who found evidence that
persistence of ocean temperature anomalies across seasons has a detectable impact on sea ice variations, implying some predictability over seasonal timescales.

In the present paper, we use the autocorrelation statistic to quantify the skill of persistence as a control forecast of pan-Arctic and regional sea ice extent. In addition to utilizing the more conventional metric of ice extent in regional and pan-Arctic domains, we include a regional sea ice index developed in the 1970s to capture interannual variations of marine access in the Beaufort Sea. A primary focus of the evaluation is the method of detrending the data, as various alternative methods have not been fully explored in the literature. We show that the piecewise linear method generally results in the smallest residual variance about the trend line, and we then perform an across-region synthesis of information on the break-points of the two-piece linear trend lines in different seasons. Our period of analysis extends back to 1953, which results in a considerably larger sample of years than the more commonly used satellite period (1979 onward). Finally, we examine lagged cross-correlations to determine whether pan-Arctic ice extent or Beaufort Sea summer ice conditions are foreshadowed in a statistical sense by antecedent ice conditions in particular subregions of the Arctic.

More generally, the results presented here can serve to provide a baseline for distinguishing contributions to seasonal sea ice forecast skill arising from climatological sea ice coverage, sea ice persistence, and sea ice trend. This baseline can, in turn, serve as benchmarks for measuring improvements achieved by more sophisticated prediction approaches such as dynamical models, analog systems, neural networks and other more comprehensive statistical methods. The Sea Ice Outlook, coordinated by the Sea Ice Prediction Network now in its Phase 2 (https://www.arcus.org/sipn/sea-ice-outlook, accessed 27 Dec 2018), provides an annual compilation of seasonal sea ice forecasts, which are grouped into three categories: physical/dynamical models, statistical methods, and heuristic approaches. While the methodology used in this paper falls into the statistical category, the distinctions between (a) pan-Arctic and regional skill and (b) trend-derived and interannual forecast skill are relevant to all three approaches to sea ice prediction.

2. Previous work
The baseline for persistence-based predictions have been established in previous studies (e.g., Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al., 2011; Day et al., 2014; Bushuk et al., 2017, 2018). These studies have generally focussed on the post-1979 period of satellite data, while the present study a longer record length (back to 1953 rather than 1979). The main intent of the paper is to show how detrending is a key step in the depiction of persistence-based statistical predictions. We illustrate the effect of detrending for both pan-Arctic ice extent and regional metrics in order to show that predictive applications on both scales must address detrending in a rigorous way, and that there are various alternatives for detrending. While these alternative detrending strategies are known, the relative effectiveness of the various alternatives has not been addressed in previous studies. Goldstein et al. (2016; 2018) come closest by comparing representations based on linear trends and discontinuities in the mean. An additional novel outcome of the present study is the synthesis of break-point information.

The extension back to 1953 is especially noteworthy because of the recent reduction of Arctic sea ice coverage has occurred almost entirely in the post-1978 period of satellite coverage. On both pan-Arctic and regional scales, ice extent was relatively stable during the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s, although interannual variations were still a prominent feature of the time series (Walsh et al., 2016). While Drobot (2003) and Lindsay et al. (2008) made use of sea ice data extending back to the 1950s, there has been no systematic comparison of sea ice anomaly persistence during the satellite era with anomaly persistence over longer time periods.

3. Metrics of sea ice coverage

Historical variations of sea ice are documented using various metrics, including sea ice extent, ice-covered area, and thickness. Sea ice extent is the total area within the ice edge, which is typically taken to be the 15% contour of sea ice concentration. Ice extent is readily obtainable from satellite measurements, as is the actual ice-covered area if the open water within the ice edge is accurately depicted. Surface-based observations from ships or coastal locations typically capture only the ice edge and are therefore useful primarily in the mapping of ice extent. While digitized records of ice extent exist back to the 1800s, there are no such historical products for ice thickness. In situ measurements of ice thickness are sparse in space and time, as are submarine sonar measurements, which are not only sparse but often remain unavailable. Satellite-derived estimates of ice thickness are subject to considerable uncertainty and have only
recently come into use (e.g., CryoSat), while dynamic-thermodynamic model-based reconstructions of historical sea ice thickness variations have only recently been attempted (Schweiger et al., 2018).

To explore the statistical skill that may be inherent in the spatial distribution of sea ice, we compute ice extent using the gridded Arctic-wide sea ice concentration product known as “Gridded Monthly Sea Ice Extent and Concentration, 1850 Onward (Walsh et al., 2015), referred to in the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) catalog as G10010. This dataset is based on observations from approximately 15 historical sources between 1850 and 1978: the earliest are whaling records, and the most complete, in terms of coverage, are the Arctic-wide analyses that the U.S. National Ice Center (NIC) began in the early 1970s. Beginning in 1979, sea ice concentrations from passive microwave data are used exclusively in G10010. Ice concentration fields on the 15th of each month are taken from the NOAA/NSIDC Climate Data Record of Passive Microwave Sea Ice Concentration, Version 2 (Meier et al., 2013).

Prior to the 1950s, most observations were from near or just within the ice edge. If only the ice edge position was known, a gradient of ice concentration within the edge was imposed in order to integrate the observations into G10010. The gradient was based on a climatology constructed from the passive microwave data. Spatial and temporal gaps in observations were filled using an analog technique that is described in the data product documentation. Each month’s sea ice concentration field in G10010 is an estimate of conditions at one time in the month, nominally the 15th day of the month (or as close to the 15th as data were available). The fields are at quarter-degree resolution. From these fields one can derive monthly sea ice extent values. Sea ice extent is computed as the area, in sq km, covered by all cells that contain ice in any concentration greater than 15%. Sea ice extent is always greater than or equal to the actual ice-covered area, which excludes the area of open water within the main ice pack.

Various studies (e.g. Partington et al., 2003; Agnew and Howell 2002) have shown that passive microwave-derived sea ice data tend to underestimate ice concentration when compared with operational analyses. The Climate Data Record of Passive Microwave Sea Ice Concentration is a blend of output from two algorithms that results in higher ice concentrations overall for a better match with the operational analyses that predate the satellite record. Even so, one might expect to see a discontinuity in the G10010 time series of ice extent when the passive microwave record starts in 1979, but this is not evident (see Fig. 10 in Walsh et al.,
While G10010 gives a record of ice extent that has realistic variability back to 1850, it is difficult to assign an uncertainty to the concentration fields and ice extent values derived from them. Ice extent will be more accurate than actual ice-covered area because there are many more observations of the ice edge than of the concentrations within interior pack. For this reason, we base our analysis on ice extent. It should be noted, however, that persistence time-scales of pan-Arctic sea ice area have been shown in previous studies (e.g., Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al., 2011) to be longer than those of pan-Arctic sea ice extent because high-frequency forcing can change ice extent more than it changes ice area (i.e., by converging or diverging ice floes in the absence of ridging or melt).

G10010 was used to compute the time series of monthly sea ice extent for the pan-Arctic domain and various Arctic subregions in which sea ice is at least a seasonal feature. The regionalization adopted here follows that of the MASIE (Multisensor Analyzed Sea Ice Extent) product available from the National Snow and Ice Data Center (http://nsidc.org/data/masie/browse_regions, accessed 27 Dec 2018). MASIE (NIC and NSIDC, 2010) is produced in cooperation with the NIC, and its regions are defined on the basis of NIC operational analyses areas. We use the following MASIE regions: (1) Beaufort Sea, (2) Chukchi Sea, (3) East Siberian Sea, (4) Laptev Sea, (5) Kara Sea, (6) Barents Sea, (7) East Greenland Sea, (8) Baffin Bay/Davis Strait, (9) Canadian Archipelago, (10) Hudson Bay, (11) central Arctic Ocean and (12) Bering Sea. There are several other MASIE regions (Baltic Sea, Yellow Sea, Cook Inlet) that are not used here because they are not geographically connected with the main Arctic sea ice cover. Figure 1 shows the regions.

We also make use of the long ice extent record provided by G10010 to investigate the extent to which the Barnett Severity Index, or BSI, may be statistically predictable from antecedent ice extent. The BSI is directly relevant to offshore navigation applications in the Beaufort Sea. It is a metric of the severity of ice conditions, such as conditions encountered by barges resupplying the North Slope. The BSI is determined once per year, at the end of the summer shipping season, by analysts at the NIC. It is a unit-less linear combination of five parameters: 1) the distance in nautical miles from Point Barrow northward to the ice edge on 15 September, 2) the distance from Point Barrow northward to the 4/8th ice concentration line on 15 September, 3) the number of days the entire sea route from the Bering Strait to Prudhoe Bay is ice-free in a calendar year, 4) the number of days the entire sea route to Prudhoe Bay is less than or equal to 4/8th ice...
concentration in a calendar year, and 5) the temporal length of the navigable season, defined as the time period from the initial date the entire sea route is less than 4/8th ice concentration to 1 October (Barnett, 1980). Figure 2 is a time series of the BSI reconstructed from gridded sea ice concentration data (see Appendix). Higher values indicate less severe ice conditions.

4 Methods

As shown in Figure 3, Arctic sea ice extents have generally been decreasing over the post-1953 period of this study. The Beaufort Sea is a prime example of a region in which summer and autumn sea ice coverage has been decreasing, although winter (March) sea ice extent in the Beaufort Sea shows no trend or variability because the ice edge extends to the coastline in March of every year, essentially eliminating year-to-year variations. Consistent with the September decrease of Beaufort ice extent, the BSI has been increasing over the past few decades (Figure 2). Two time series containing trends over time can show a correlation simply because the trends are present in the time series. A trend can be used as a predictive tool by assuming its continuation into the future. However, a trend can inflate persistence-based forecast skill when a variable is used to predict itself (assuming the historical trend continues into the future). Indeed, depictions of time-variations of a quantity such as sea ice extent are often shown as departures from a trend line in order to highlight the interannual variations. One of our main interests in this study is whether or not interannual variations of preceding regional ice extents correlate with later BSI values. In order to exclude the effect of the overall trends in the correlation of these time series, we detrend the data and explore various methods for doing so.

The choice of a function with which to de-trend the time series should be determined by features of the series itself. The detrended time series should exclude the general tendency to change over time, but preserve a measure of the year-to-year variability of the series. The previous studies cited in Section 2 (e.g., Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al., 2011; Sigmund et al., 2013; Day et al., 2014; Bushuk et al., 2017, 2017) have generally relied on least-squares linear fits for detrending. Goldstein et al. (2016, 2018), by contrast, showed that discontinuous changes in the mean better captured time series (such as open water area) characterized by abrupt changes. In the spirit of the Goldstein et al. studies, we explore various options for detrending a time series such as those in Figures 2 and 3, for which the changes are more pronounced in
recent decades than in earlier decades. In such cases, a single multi-decadal trend line cannot be expected to optimally represent the historical evolution.

We explored several functional forms which fit the time series, including linear, quadratic, cubic, and exponential functions. We found that a simple two-piece linear function – wherein the data are modeled by two line segments that intersect at a ‘break-point’ year – had the lowest average RMS difference between the time series and the fitted function, although fits using other functions had only slightly larger RMS differences. This choice of the detrending fit has the additional feature of giving a sense of when the ice extent began to change more rapidly.

The two-piece linear fits were obtained by using standard statistical algorithms. A function defined by two intersecting half-lines can be specified by the coordinates of one point on each half-line and the intersection point. With the x-axis as time, and the y-axis as the value of the sea ice extent, the x-values of the non-intersecting points can be chosen to be 1953 and 2013, the first and last years of the BSI dataset. This leaves four values for the function to fit: the series value in 1953, the series value in 2013, and the year and value at the intersection point, also referred to here as the break-point. We note that the break-point is not specified by the user but is determined by the algorithm so that the fit to the time series is optimized. The “curve_fit” function is defined in lines 504-794 of the file

https://github.com/scipy/scipy/blob/master/scipy/optimize/minpack.py. This function performs a least-squares fit to the function by modifying the function's parameters. A starting “guess” of the function parameters is provided by the user. The linear algebra methods of the scipy numerical library are then used.

The two-piece linear fit was generated by allowing the SciPy ‘curve_fit’ routine (Jones et al., 2001) to iterate to a solution. The “curve_fit” function is defined in lines 504-794 of the minpack.py routine (https://github.com/scipy/scipy/blob/master/scipy/optimize/minpack.py, accessed 27 Dec 18). This function performs a least-squares fit to the function by modifying the function's parameters. A starting “guess” of the function parameters is provided by the user. The linear algebra methods of the scipy numerical library are then used to detrend the BSI values as well as the time series of the regional and pan-Arctic ice extents. In Figure 4, we show the piecewise linear fit together with quadratic, cubic and exponential fits to the time series of the BSI and the September Beaufort Sea ice extent. In the case of the two-piece linear fit, the break-point (chosen to minimize the departures from trend) is in the early 1990s for both sea ice
metrics. It is visually apparent from Figure 4 that all four fits are comparable in terms of the overall magnitudes of the departures from the trend lines. The root-mean-square departures from the various trend lines indeed differed by less than 10%. Given the small differences between the fits, we choose the two-piece linear for the remainder of this study. Because the break-points are computed separately for each region, the use of the two-piece linear fit allows comparisons of the timing of the break-points across the various subregions.

After using the ‘linregress’ method from the SciPy (Jones et al., 2001) software library to fit a line to regional monthly extent values and the BSI, we computed correlations between the departures of the two time series from their respective two-piece trend lines. For comparison, we also computed correlations between the “raw” (with trends) time series. The square of the Pearson correlation coefficient ($R^2$) was computed using the ‘stats’ method from the SciPy package and was used to determine whether and how strongly the two time-series are correlated with each other.

5 Results

As noted in Section 2, previous studies (e.g., Bushuk et al., 2018) have evaluated the persistence of regional ice extent over the post-1978 period of satellite observations. Here we extend this evaluation to encompass a longer period dating back to 1953 in order to assess the stability of the persistence statistics. Specifically, for each region in Figure 1, we have correlated the September ice extent with the ice extent of antecedent months for the 1953-2013 and 1979-2013 periods. Figure 5 compares these persistence values (autocorrelations at multimonth lags), for the antecedent months of March, May and July in a subset of regions. Because the regions chosen were those that have interannually varying ice cover in September, regions such as the Bering Sea, Hudson Bay, the Sea of Okhotsk and the Baltic Sea were excluded. The correlations were computed before and after a detrending of the data, although only the results for the non-detrended data are shown in Figure 5. For most of the regions, the inclusion of the earlier decades does not have a notable impact on the persistence from July to September. However, the March-to-September and May-to-September correlations change substantially in a few regions. The Baffin Bay March-to-September correlations increase from 0.00 to 0.34 when the earlier decades are eliminated, largely as a result of the post-1979 trend: the post-1979 correlation is statistically significant ($p < 0.05$), while the corresponding correlation based on detrended data is
not significant. The pan-Arctic correlations for all three antecedent months also increase when
the earlier decades are eliminated. In the Greenland Sea, the correlations from March and May
decrease substantially and lose statistical significance when the earlier decades are eliminated.
In this case the March-to-September and May-to-September correlations are again reduced to
insignificance by detrending. Although the results for the detrended data are not shown
graphically, the detrending generally reduces the significance of the correlations between
September and the earlier months, both for the longer post-1953 periods and the shorter post-
1979 periods: The March-to-September correlations based on the detrended data for the
longer/shorter periods are: -0.05/0.20 for Baffin Bay, 0.20/0.13 for the Barents Sea, 0.00/0.00 for
the Beaufort Sea (no March variance), 0.00/0.00 for the Canadian Archipelago (no March
variance), -0.15/0.00 for the Chukchi Sea, 0.07/0.21 for the East Siberian Sea, 0.25/-0.03 for the
Greenland Sea, 0.03/0.03 for the Kara Sea, and 0.07/0.18 for the Laptev Sea. The corresponding
5% significant levels are 0.26/0.33. Evidently, the springtime “predictability barrier” (Lindsay et
al., 2008; Day et al., 2014; Bushuk et al., 2018) in regional forecasts based on persistence of ice
extent anomalies is not reduced by the inclusion of several decades of pre-satellite data.

Because changes of trend have not been addressed systematically in previous evaluations of
Arctic sea ice trends, we synthesized the break-point information across all regions and calendar
months (January-September) included in our study. The synthesis was limited to only those
regions and calendar months in which the two-piece linear fit reduced the root-mean-square
residual by at least 5% relative to the one-piece linear best fit. Figure 6 groups the break-points
into five year periods ending in 1955, 1960,…, 2015. In order to capture the seasonality of the
break-points, we present separate plots for (a) the entire January-September period, (b) January-
March (winter), (c) April-June (spring), and July-September (summer). As shown in panel ((a),
nearly all the break-points occur in the second half of the study period, with a maximum in 1991-
1995. The 1991-1995 period has the most break points of any 5-year period, and the 1990s have
nearly as many break points as all the other decades combined. The winter and summer seasons
are the primary contributors to the maximum in the 1990s, as the spring break points are evenly
distributed through the latter half of the study period. However, spring has the fewest (12)
break-points overall, while the summer has the most (26). The break-points for our focal metrics,
the BSI and September pan-Arctic ice extent, are 1991 and 1996, respectively, consistent with
the distribution in Figure 6. These two metrics are included in the results summarized in Figure
One may conclude that the 1990s, and to a lesser early 2000s, represent the shift to a more rapid rate of sea ice loss. If one is to argue for a “regime shift” in Arctic sea ice loss (Lenton, 2012), this period would be the leading candidate.

In order to illustrate the effect of the detrending and to show which regions contribute the most explained variance to pan-Arctic sea ice extent, Figure 7 shows the squares of the correlations ($R^2$) between September pan-Arctic ice extent and the concurrent ice extent in each of the subregions. The $R^2$ metric is used rather than $R$ because $R^2$ corresponds to the explained variance. The figure shows values of $R^2$ before detrending (upper numbers, regular font) and after detrending (lower numbers, bold font). With the trend included, the $R^2$ values are relatively high in most regions (except for the Bering Sea), ranging from 0.32 to 0.71; the corresponding correlations ($R$) range from 0.57 to 0.84. These correlations all exceed the 95% significance thresholds, which range from 0.26 ($R^2 = 0.07$) for a 60-year sample with no autocorrelation to 0.38 ($R^2 = 0.14$) for a 60-year sample with an autocorrelation of 0.4. None of the regional or pan-Arctic ice extent autocorrelations exceeded 0.40. Because these correlations are dominated by the trend, the larger values appear in the regions with trends that are most similar to the pan-Arctic trend. When the data are detrended, the correlations are much smaller ($R^2$ values in bold font in Figure 7) although still larger than the 95% significance thresholds for a 60-year sample ($R = 0.26, R^2 = 0.07$). These smaller values indicate the relative contributions of regional variations to the interannual variations of pan-Arctic ice extent. According to Figure 7, the regions contributing most strongly to September pan-Arctic sea ice variations (including trends) are the Beaufort, Chukchi and East Siberian Seas. After the data are detrended, the regions contributing most to September pan-Arctic sea ice variations are the East Siberian and Laptev Seas. The somewhat surprisingly large contribution of the Laptev Sea is consistent with the “dynamical preconditioning” hypothesis of Williams et al. (2016). The variances of the detrended September extents of East Siberian and Laptev Seas are indeed among the largest of all the regions, although the Chukchi Sea’s interannual variance is essentially as large.

Figure 8 shows the squares of the correlations between the annual BSI and regional September ice extent before the detrending of both variables (top numbers) and after detrending (bottom numbers). While the actual correlations between the BSI and regional extent are generally negative, the $R^2$ values plotted in Figure 8 are positive. Large values of $R^2$ appear in most regions when the trend is included (upper numbers) because the BSI has a strong positive
trend over time while September ice extent in most regions has a negative trend. The $R^2$ values are much weaker in regions away from the Beaufort Sea when the trends are removed (lower numbers in Fig. 8). The detrended $R^2$ values show the spatial representativeness of the BSI as a measure of interannual variations. Figure 8 shows that the regions of significant explained variance include the Canadian Archipelago to the east as well as the Chukchi Sea to the west. However, the “scale of influence”, if measured by the area of significant correlation, is smaller for the BSI in Fig. 8 than for pan-Arctic ice extent in Fig. 7.

Because the potential for seasonal predictions is a key motivation for this study, we examine cross-correlations in which the predictands (pan-Arctic ice extent and the BSI) lag potential predictors (regional ice extents) by intervals ranging from zero (no lag) to several seasons. Cross-correlations between non-detrended and detrended September pan-Arctic and regional ice extents are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. Cross-correlations between non-detrended and detrended BSI and regional ice extent are given in Tables S1 and S2 respectively. In all cases, the numerical values are the $R^2$ values. In order to illustrate the contribution of the trend to the apparent forecast skill, we present these correlations graphically for the regions which show the strongest associations with the September predictands. Figure 9 shows the $R^2$ values for cases in which September pan-Arctic ice extent lags by 0, 1, 2,…,8 months the ice extent in four subregions: the Beaufort, Chukchi, East Siberian and Barents Seas. The red bars correspond to correlations computed from the data with the trends included. Not surprisingly, the $R^2$ values are largest at zero lag. The rates at which the correlations decrease with increasing lag vary regionally, reaching zero by 3-4 months for the Beaufort, Chukchi, and East Siberian Seas. The zero-month lag values are quite large for the Beaufort, Chukchi, and East Siberian regions, where they exceed $R^2 = 0.7$ ($R = 0.84$).

However, after detrending (using the two-piece linear best fits), most of the apparent forecast skill is lost. As shown by the blue bars in Figure 9, nearly all the predictability from the Barents and Chukchi Seas vanishes with the detrending, while only small fractions of explained variance remain at non-zero lags when sea ice extents for the Beaufort and East Siberian Seas are the predictors. For example, when the regional extent leads by two months (July), the fractions of explained variance are approximately 0.16 and 0.10 ($R \sim 0.40$ and 0.32) for the East Siberian and Beaufort Seas, respectively. The implication is that the persistence of interannual variations about the trend line makes only small contributions to interannual variations of pan-Arctic sea ice extent,
and that these small contributions result mainly from the Pacific sector of the Arctic. As indicated by Figure 9, the pan-Arctic extent of July and August correlates more highly than any regional extent with September pan-Arctic ice extent in both the non-detrended and the detrended data (see also Tables 1 and 2). The finding that the lagged pan-Arctic correlations exceed the lagged regional vs. pan-Arctic correlations is consistent with the perfect-model results in Bushuk et al.’s (2017) Figure 2, although this comparison is not apples-vs.-apples: Bushuk et al. show the skill of predictions of regional extent (not pan-Arctic extent) in their regional panels. The same is true for Day et al.’s (2014) Fig. 11 and for Bushuk et al.’s (2018) Figs. 6, 9, 10 and 11.

The lagged $R^2$ values relevant to predictions of the Barnett Severity Index are shown in Figure 10. Because the BSI is based primarily on ice conditions in the Beaufort Sea in August and September, it is not surprising that the correlation is largest for the Beaufort’s ice extent in September, when the $R^2$ value is approximately 0.8 for data that are not detrended. The August and September values for the Chukchi are essentially as large as the corresponding Beaufort values, indicating a spatial coherence of the variations (with trends included) in the two regions. The antecedent extents in the East Siberian and Barents regions also explain significant fractions of the variance when the trends are included.

The blue bars in Figure 10 are the lagged $R^2$ values based on the detrended data. Because the trend’s contribution to the forecast skill has been removed, these correlations provide the most meaningful assessment of the seasonal forecast skill if the BSI based on antecedent ice conditions. The largest correlations are for the Beaufort Sea, where the explained variances decrease from about 0.55 ($R \sim 0.74$) in September to about 0.10 ($R \sim 0.32$) in June. The correlations for the Chukchi are only slightly smaller, but the BSI variance explained by all other regions is less than 10%. The percentage of explained variance is less than one might have anticipated, given that the BSI includes information on the length of the navigation season, which can begin well before September, i.e., as early as July in some years.

6 Conclusion

The substantial decrease of Arctic sea ice over the past several decades is well documented (Cavalieri and Parkinson, 2012; Parkinson, 2014; Onarheim et al., 2018). Of all the regions considered here, only the Bering Sea does not show a negative trend (Onarheim et al., 2018, their Table 1). although the extreme minima of Bering Sea ice during the past two winters (2016-17
and 2017-18) are starting to bring the Bering’s trend into alignment with the other regions of the Arctic.

The prominence of the trends in the time series of regional as well as pan-Arctic ice extent makes it important to distinguish the contribution of the trend from other sources of forecast skill. In this study we explored the use of several methods of detrending in order to evaluate the use of ice anomaly persistence (autocorrelation) and regional cross-correlations as predictors of ice variations. The two-piece linear trend evaluations generally have breakpoints in the 1990s, indicating that the rate of ice loss has been greater in the past two decades than in the earlier portion of the satellite era that began in 1979.

Based on the raw (not detrended) time series, the antecedent ice extents in a substantial fraction of the Arctic regional seas provide significant predictive skill for September pan-Arctic ice extent as well as for the Barnett Severity Index, which is more specific to the Beaufort Sea. Significant portions of variance of both September metrics are explained by the regional ice extents of prior seasons. However, this predictive “skill” is attributable primarily to the trends in the data. Removal of the trend leaves little forecast skill beyond a month or two when the forecast method is limited to the relatively simple statistical correlations utilized here. The low skill for the detrended September pan-Arctic ice extent is consistent with the findings of Stroeve et al. (2014) based on the Sea Ice Outlook as part of the Study of Environmental Arctic Change (SEARCH). Moreover, our inclusion of data back to the early 1950s shows that springtime “predictability barrier” in regional forecasts based on persistence of ice extent anomalies is not reduced by the inclusion of several decades of pre-satellite data.

It must be noted that other sea ice prediction approaches have outperformed persistence (e.g., Tivy et al., 2007; Shröder et al., 2014; Yuan et al., 2016; Petty et al., 2017; and Bushuk et al., 2018). These studies have either used other predictors or made use of the perfect model approach. With regard to the latter, persistence-derived predictability is greater in perfect models than in corresponding operational forecasts, as even some of the perfect-model studies show (Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al., 2011; Bushuk et al., 2018). With regard to the former, the SIPN is the acid test of the current state of sea ice prediction (at least for September pan-Arctic ice extent) because many contributions utilized predictors other than persistence. A compilation of SIPN results from 2008-2018 shows that, on balance, the SIPN consensus forecasts outperform detrended anomaly persistence by only a small amount. In this case, persistence was evaluated.
from the yearly September mean ice extents in the National Snow and Ice Data Center’s G02135_v3.0: ftp://sidads.colorado.edu/DATASETS/NOAA/G02135/seaice_analysis/). The mean absolute error of the median SIPN forecasts issued in July of 2008-2018 is 0.32 million km$^2$, while the error of a forecast of persistence of the previous September’s deviation from the trend line is 0.37 million km$^2$. Simple persistence of the previous year’s actual value has an error of 0.40 million km$^2$. The corresponding root-mean-square errors are 0.57, 0.68 and 0.67 million km$^2$. While those persistence metrics are based on year-to-year September variations, the SIPN forecasts for September are made in June, July and August -- less than a season prior to September, and on the favorable side of the springtime “prediction barrier”. At least in this particular application, which represents the state of the art in seasonal sea ice forecasting, sea ice anomaly persistence is a challenging control forecast and may even be regarded as a respectable competitor.

While there is statistical significance in the trend-derived skill at lead times of several seasons and also in the remaining (detrended) skill at lead times of a month or two, statistical significance does not equate to usefulness. Potential users of sea ice forecasts include local communities engaging in offshore subsistence and travel activities, marine transport companies, offshore resource extraction, and the tourism industry. The relatively small fractions of variance predictable several months in advance using detrended data (Figures 6-9) will likely leave uncertainties that are too great for many users. However the trend-derived skill, which can represent 50% or more of the variance, may enable decisions if the interannual variations superimposed on the trend represent acceptable risks for users of sea ice forecasts.
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Appendix. Reconstruction of the Barnett Severity Index, 1953-2013

As described in Section 2, the Barnett Severity Index (BSI) is a combination of five metrics of ice coverage in the Beaufort Sea. Drobot et al. (2003) used the BSI through 2000 in their evaluation of predictability based on multilinear regression against various measures of sea ice cover. In order to update the BSI for use in this study, we base a reconstruction on the digital grids of sea ice concentration in the Historical Sea Ice Atlas (HSIA) for Alaska (http://seaiceatlas.snap.uaf.edu/ accessed 27 Dec 2018). As with the regional ice extent calculations using G10010 (Section 3), we use the HSIA because it extends the record 26 years back in time before the start of the satellite passive microwave record. While the sources of the ice concentration data in the HSIA are the same as in G10010, a notable advantage of the HSIA is its weekly temporal resolution (vs. the monthly resolution of G10010). The HSIA also has a spatial resolution of ¼° latitude by ¼° degree longitude. Because of the weekly time resolution, the distance metrics (3)-(5) of the BSI are truncated to the nearest week. Similarly, the distance metrics (1) and (2) are truncated to the nearest 27.8 km (15 n mi). One of the within-month dates of the HSIA grids is the 15th of each month, so no temporal interpolation is necessary for metrics (1) and (2). The reconstructed values of the BSI are listed in Table A1.
Figure 1. The MASIE subregions used in the study (NIC and NSIDC, 2010).
Figure 2. Time series of the Barnett Severity Index (BSI), 1953-2013.
Figure 3. (a) Total Arctic sea ice extent and (b) the extent of ice in the Beaufort Sea during March (solid lines) and September (dashed lines).
Figure 4. Examples of different fit methods (see legend) applied to the BSI (upper panel) and the September Beaufort ice extent time series (lower panel).
Figure 5. Correlations of September ice extents in individual seas with ice extent in the same region in March (green bars), May (blue bars) and July (red bars). Correlations are also shown for Pan-Arctic extent (far right). The correlations are based on non-detrended data. In each case, light-colored bars are for 1953-2013 and dark-colored bars are for 1979-2013. The absence of a bar indicates a correlation of zero.
Figure 6. The distribution of break-point years across all regions for (a) January-September and its three subperiods: (b) January-March, (c) April-June, (d) July-September). Only cases for which detrending using two lines, rather than one, reduced the rms error by 5% or more are included. Note that y-axes have different scales.
Figure 7. Squares of correlations ($R^2$) between September pan-Arctic ice extent and September regional ice extent based on ice extents including trends (upper numbers in normal font) and detrended (lower numbers, bold font).
Figure 8. As in Figure 7, but for squares of correlations between the annual BSI and September regional ice extents based on raw (not detrended) time series (upper numbers) and detrended time series (lower numbers, bold font).
Figure 9. Examples of variances of September pan-Arctic ice extent and explained by correlations with antecedent regional ice extent in individual calendar months from September back to January (pan-Arctic extent lagging by 0, 1, 2, ..., 8 months). Correlations are plotted as fractions of explained variance (squares of correlations). Red bars are correlations with trends included, blue bars are correlations after removal of trends.
Figure 10. Examples of variances explained by correlations between the Barnett Severity Index and regional ice extent in individual calendar months from September back to January (BSI lagging by 0, 1, 2, ..., 8 months). Correlations are plotted as fractions of explained variance (squares of correlations). Red bars are correlations with trends included, blue bars are correlations after removal of trends.
Table 1. Correlations between monthly regional ice extent and pan-Arctic ice extent expressed as explained variance ($R^2$). Cases where at least 10% of the variance in pan-Arctic ice extent is explained by regional ice extent in a given antecedent month are highlighted with bolded region names. Levels of shading of boxes denote values exceeding 0.10, 0.20, 0.30,…
Table 2. Correlations between detrended monthly regional ice extent and detrended September pan-Arctic ice extent expressed as explained variance ($R^2$). Cases where at least 10% of the variance in September pan-Arctic ice extent is predictable by regional ice extent in a given antecedent month are highlighted with bolded region names. Shading of boxes is as in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Jan</th>
<th>Feb</th>
<th>Mar</th>
<th>Apr</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>Jun</th>
<th>Jul</th>
<th>Aug</th>
<th>Sep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baffin-St. Lawrence</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barents</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaufort</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bering</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian Archipelago</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Arctic</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chukchi</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Siberian</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenland</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hudson</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kara</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laptev</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan-Arctic</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>178</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>216</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>402</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>278</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>434</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>211</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>206</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>407</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>895</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>685</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>513</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>471</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>770</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>827</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>731</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>490</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>819</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1119</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>12239</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>12989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1112</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>1219</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>1298</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>611</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table A1.** Yearly values of the Barnett Severity Index (BSI). Source: Rebecca Rolph, Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska, Fairbanks.